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BAR HOPPING

State of Mind
Pisco

EXPLORING NYC’S PORTÓN TRAIL

by Jennifer Nalewicki / photos by Doug Young
Elpidio Hernandez’s 

Pisco Sour is the most 
popular cocktail on the 
menu at The Campbell 

Apartment, inside Grand 
Central Terminal. 
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Talk about history: The pisco trail in the U.S. 
dates back to the beginning of the 20th 
century, when bars in San Francisco were 

pouring the spirit to locals and visitors from all 
over the world. Since then, it has made inroads 
across the globe, although many Americans still 
don’t realize that this South American grape-
based spirit is not only over 400 years old, but is 
extremely versatile and mixable in cocktails. 

For over 20 years, Johnny Schuler, Master 
Distiller of Portón, has been at the forefront of 
promoting pisco and telling its story, working 
tirelessly to educate about the spirit in the United 
States, expanding the pisco trail to places like New 
York City. He’s made it his life’s work to highlight 
the qualities of the spirit and to share its history 
with the world. In fact, in 2007, Peru’s congress 
awarded him the Congressional Medal of Honor 
for his work to preserve pisco.

“When we created Portón, we set out to develop 
the finest expression of Peru’s national spirit,” says 
Schuler. Since Portón was launched in 2011, the 
brand has developed an ardent group of followers 
within the trade and consumers  alike. “Pisco is an 
important part of our everyday lives here in Peru,” 
Schuler says. “It’s a drink that we appreciate, and I 
want to share it with people outside of my country.” 

All this dedication has paid off: Bartenders 
throughout NYC have begun incorporating 
86-proof Portón into creative cocktails that are 
proving quite popular with their customers. The 
“fifth white spirit” is special, says Schuler, as it is 
the only known unaltered spirit in the world made 
using one ingredient—naturally fermented and 
distilled grapes. “It’s distilled to proof and contains 
no water or artificial flavoring,” he adds. 

With an aroma that’s both floral and fruity, and 
a flavor tinged with notes of cinnamon, orange 
blossoms and citrus, there’s really no limit to the 
kind of cocktail that bartenders can make with it. 
And thanks to its versatility, it can easily sub in for 
other spirits in everything from a Mojito to a Sour. 

Over the years, Peruvian pisco consumption 
has grown steadily in the States, with an average 
year-on-year growth of more than 70 percent 
since 2010. In 2013, the U.S. was the top global 
market for Peruvian pisco exports, and what’s 
more, Portón accounted for nearly 50 percent of 
all Peruvian pisco exports in America, according 
to the company. 

With all this information in hand, we embarked 
on an NYC barhop to taste-test bartenders’ handi-
work first-hand. We traveled to three Manhattan 
bars and talked to each bartender about his or her 
creation—and, of course, sampled their drinks. 
We soon discovered that each bartender had a 
different interpretation of the spirit, proving it 
could be just as versatile as vodka or gin, and no 
two cocktails were the same. 

STOP NUMBER ONE: The Tippler, Chelsea
The first stop on our Portón bar hop was The Tippler in Chelsea, 
a speakeasy buried deep underneath Chelsea Market. When 
Bartender Carie Bletz-Fuller began working there earlier this year, 
she noticed that the bar’s cocktail program was lacking a pisco 
cocktail. Since she was familiar 
with the spirit after working with 
it at previous bars, she knew she 
wanted to add a pisco drink to the 
menu, which is how she created 
the “Somersault,” a summery 
watermelon-and-lemon cocktail. 

“I wanted to introduce the 
crowd to something different,” 
she says. “I tried several different 
brands, but I liked Portón for its 
floral profile. The cocktail’s salted 
rim is key; it makes the water-
melon in the drink juicier, kind 
of like a watermelon lemonade. 
I wanted to have something 
refreshing and cooling on the 
menu for summer.”

Carie Bletz-Fuller’s guests 
flip over her Portón 

cocktail, Somersault at The 
Tippler in NYC’s Chelsea. 

Somersault THE TIPPLER

◗	 1¾ oz. Portón
◗ 1 oz. watermelon simple syrup 

(1:1 watermelon to sugar)
◗	 1 oz. fresh lemon juice
◗	 ½ oz. Cocchi Rosa

◗ Salt the rim of a rocks glass. 
Combine first four ingredients in 
cocktail shaker and shake with 
ice. Strain into a rocks glass over 
crushed ice. Garnish with two 
dashes of Peychaud’s Bitters and 
a lemon wheel. 
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STOP NUMBER THREE: The Campbell Apartment, Midtown East
Satiated, we headed north to the last stop on our itinerary: The Campbell Apartment, 
inside Grand Central Terminal. Popular with commuters and local workers after a day at 
the office, this dimly lit bar is always packed. Squeezing our way towards the wooden 
bar, the only light coming from the towering stained glass window behind him and a few 
dim lamps, Bar Manager Elpidio Hernandez made perhaps the most popular drink for this 
spirit: the Pisco Sour. Although several people lay claim to its invention, the drink itself 
is a riff on the Whiskey Sour—a combination of liquor, citrus juice and sugar. Over the 
years, the recipe has been altered to include egg whites and a dash of Angostura Bitters, 
just like the version that Hernandez whipped up for us. 

“We added the Pisco Sour to our cocktail list several years ago, and it remains our 
best-seller,” Hernandez says. “We originally had another pisco spirit on our menu, but 
now we only have Portón, since that’s what the clientele kept requesting. It’s a great 
cocktail, and people really love it.” 

Pisco Sour
THE CAMPBELL APARTMENT

◗	 2 oz. Portón
◗	 ½ oz. fresh lemon juice
◗	 ½ oz. eggs whites
◗ 1 tsp. agave

◗	 Combine all ingredients in a cocktail 
shaker and shake vigorously until 
frothy. Add ice and continue shaking 
until liquid is cold. Serve in a 
Champagne flute with two dashes 
of Angostura bitters. Garnish with a 
lemon twist.   

Brian Hawthorne 
relaxes with his Off the 

Grid cocktail at The 
Wayland in NYC.

STOP NUMBER TWO:  
The Wayland, East Village
Successfully refreshed and cooled, we 
headed to our next stop: The Wayland in the 
East Village. Known for its inventive cocktails 
and flea-market-chic décor (think taxidermied 
chickens, wooden floors and a stand-up piano 
with a well-worn patina), this bar nestled 
between two community gardens is ideal for 
anyone looking for something original. And, 
at the bar, Brian Hawthorne did not disap-
point. Inspired after eating a jicama salad, 
he concocted something similar, but in drink 
form, dubbed “Off the Grid.” The spicy tipple 
is comprised of habanero-infused Portón for 
a spicy kick that’s surprisingly gentle and 
nowhere near five-alarm territory. 

“Portón has a very robust complexity,” 
Hawthorne says. “It’s almost like sipping a whis-
key. It has a lot of intrigue from nose to finish. I 
tried making the cocktail with several different 
pisco brands, but Portón was the one that stood 
out. The cocktail is both savory and spicy.”

It has proven so popular with guests that 
Hawthorne plans to keep the six-month-old 
drink on the menu long after the season.  

Off the Grid  THE WAYLAND

◗	 1½ oz. Portón infused with habanero peppers
◗ 1 oz. jicama juice
◗	 1 oz. fresh lime juice
◗	 ¾ oz. simple syrup
◗	 8 cilantro leaves

◗ Infuse a 750-ml. bottle of Portón with three habanero 
peppers for up to one day or to taste. Hand-slap 
cilantro leaves and combine all ingredients into a 
shaker and shake with ice to combine. Strain into a 
rocks glass over ice. Garnish with a curled tooth-
picked julienned sliver of jicama. 

Always
Vibrant

if
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